. Box plots of adenosine H2 (a) and C2 (b) chemical shifts for Watson-Crick base-paired triplets. See Figure 1 for details. Figure S2 . Influence of the 3′ neighboring nucleotide on 1 H chemical shifts illustrated with highly abundant Watson-Crick base-paired triplets. (a) 1 H chemical shift statistics of H8 within GGX and H6 within GCX. The number of data points is given next to each box plot. (b) 1 H chemical shift statistics of H5 within GCX triplets and of H1′ within GGX and GCX tiplets. Figure S5 . Assisted assignment of the small interfering RNA ELAVL1 (42 nts) using 2D chemical shift statistics. (a) Schematic presentation of the RNA sequence. For the grey highlighted nucleotides 2D chemical shift statistics/ellipses are available. For each of those nucleotides the corresponding categories of the statistics are given with a color code. (b) Natural abundance 13 C-HSQC of ELAVL1 recorded with 50 transients at 750 MHz and 313 K displaying purine C8-H8 correlations. 2D statistics are indicated by ellipses (86%) that are color-coded as in panel a. The final assignments for each signal is given in italic using the same color code. G22 can be readily assigned as the solely signal in the ellipse of 5′GX. For other signals the assignment ambiguity can significantly be reduced. The signals of G16 and G26 are examples of the unusual case that the signals are slightly outside the 86% ellipse. (c) 2D TOCSY spectrum of ELAVL1 recorded with 2 transients at 750 MHz and 313 K displaying pyrimidine H5-H6 correlations. Statistics are displayed in form of ellipses (86%) and the final assignments are given in italic. The same color code is used as in panel a. Black labels indicate nucleotides that are in a non-regular environment for which 2D statistics were not derived mainly due to an insufficient amount of data. C25 can be readily assigned. The statistics were also very helpful to assign the signals of C9, C13, U17 to name a few. Together with the 1D statistics and a 2D NOESY the nonexchangeable protons of H8, H6, H5, H2 and H1′ could be assigned in a straight-forward way without the requirement of isotope labeling and the recording of 3D spectra. Figure S6 . Linking starting points by conventional assignment walks. (a) Region of a 2D NOESY spectrum of TASL1 recorded in D 2 O at 700 MHz. The H8/H6-H8/H6 assignment walk between nucleotides G1 to U10 is shown by red lines. Resonances of unambiguous starting points are colored green. Ambiguous starting points are shown in orange. (b) Schematic presentation of TASL1 indicating expected NOE patterns. Starting points are color-coded as in panel a. The same H8/H6-H8/H6 assignment walk as indicated in the NOESY spectrum is shown by red lines. Figure S7 . Combined use of 2D and 1D statistics. (a) NOE pattern expected for a pyrimidine (residue i) following a purine (residue i -1). The NOE signals of the H1′-H6/H8 assignment walk are indicated in grey, strong intra-base pyrimidine H5-H6 NOEs are colored black and H5-H8 i -1 correlations between pyrimidines and purines are colored red. (b) Example of an RNA sequence in which the same NOE correlations are shown schematically. The same color code is used. (c) Region of a 2D TOCSY spectrum of TASL3 with overlayed covariance ellipses for the categories AUX and GCX. From the C5 chemical shift it is apparent that signals 1-4 are from uracils and signals 5-7 from cytosines. (d) Secondary structure of TASL3 with color-coded pyrimidines that belong to AUX and GCX triplets. For simplicity C11 is included in category GCX although its following nucleotide is not Watson-Crick base paired. (e) Region of a 2D NOESY spectrum corresponding to panel c. H5-H8 i -1 correlations between pyrimidines and preceding purines are indicated by red arrows. (f) Statistics of purine H8 chemical shifts of triplets that occur in the sequence. The x-axis matches to the 2D NOESY spectrum shown in panel e .  Table S1 . List of all RNA chemical shift entries from the BMRB databank complemented with data of 14 structures found in publications (denoted by their PDB accession codes). Chemical shifts in a Watson-Crick environment were evaluated prior to their use in statistics. Carbon chemical shifts that were evaluated using a set of reference points as described in a previous paper (8) were only used if a set of reference chemical shifts was present and found in the expected ranges. Some datasets could partially be used and some datasets could be used after recalibration. Outliers that are not caused by a systematical mistake were only excluded if they were far off. Proton chemical shifts were excluded, if the chemical shift value differed by more than 0.4 ppm of the median value of the corresponding category. Carbon chemical shifts were excluded if they differed by more than 2 ppm of the median value of the corresponding category. Table S3 . Statistics of the intraresidual H8-C8 2D chemical shifts correlations of Figure 2 . Percentage of expected peaks that FLYA mapped to a measured peak. The theoretical maximum of 100% corresponds to the situation that the measured peak list contains all expected peaks. Each expected peak can be mapped to at most one measured peak. Remaining expected peaks correspond to missing peaks in the measured peak list. 'inref', percentage of the chemical shift values from the individual FLYA runs that agree with the reference chemical shift value within the tolerance. Atoms for which the consolidated and reference chemical shifts agree within the tolerance are labelled with '=' (green). Disagreement between the two shifts is indicated by '!' (magenta). For erroneous consolidated shifts the sequentially closest atom with a reference chemical shift within the tolerance is indicated in parenthesis if it is located in the same residue (no residue number given) or in the immediately preceding or following residue (residue number given). Atoms for which our chemical shift statistics could be used are highlighted in cyan. 'Dev', deviation between the consolidated chemical shift determined by FLYA and the reference chemical shift (ppm). 'Extent', number of individual runs of the FLYA algorithm in which the atom was assigned. 'inside', percentage of the chemical shift values from the individual FLYA runs that deviate by less than the tolerance of 0.02 ppm for 1 H and 0.3 ppm for 13 C from the consolidated chemical shift value. Assignments for which this percentage is at least 80% are labelled as 'strong'.
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'inref', percentage of the chemical shift values from the individual FLYA runs that agree with the reference chemical shift value within the tolerance. Atoms for which the consolidated and reference chemical shifts agree within the tolerance are labelled with '=' (green). Disagreement between the two shifts is indicated by '!' (magenta). For erroneous consolidated shifts the sequentially closest atom with a reference chemical shift within the tolerance is indicated in parenthesis if it is located in the same residue (no residue number given) or in the immediately preceding or following residue (residue number given). Atoms for which our chemical shift statistics could be used are highlighted in cyan. 'inref', percentage of the chemical shift values from the individual FLYA runs that agree with the reference chemical shift value within the tolerance. Atoms for which the consolidated and reference chemical shifts agree within the tolerance are labelled with '=' (green). Disagreement between the two shifts is indicated by '!' (magenta). For erroneous consolidated shifts the sequentially closest atom with a reference chemical shift within the tolerance is indicated in parenthesis if it is located in the same residue (no residue number given) or in the immediately preceding or following residue (residue number given). Atoms for which our chemical shift statistics could be used are highlighted in cyan. RCYT 16 'Dev', deviation between the consolidated chemical shift determined by FLYA and the reference chemical shift (ppm). 'Extent', number of individual runs of the FLYA algorithm in which the atom was assigned. 'inside', percentage of the chemical shift values from the individual FLYA runs that deviate by less than the tolerance of 0.02 ppm for 1 H and 0.3 ppm for 13 C from the consolidated chemical shift value. Assignments for which this percentage is at least 80% are labelled as 'strong'.
'inref', percentage of the chemical shift values from the individual FLYA runs that agree with the reference chemical shift value within the tolerance. Atoms for which the consolidated and reference chemical shifts agree within the tolerance are labelled with '=' (green). Disagreement between the two shifts is indicated by '!' (magenta). For erroneous consolidated shifts the sequentially closest atom with a reference chemical shift within the tolerance is indicated in parenthesis if it is located in the same residue (no residue number given) or in the immediately preceding or following residue (residue number given). Atoms for which our chemical shift statistics could be used are highlighted in cyan. URA 13 
